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was made. This work takes a view back at previous work to
evaluate the decision made to use a 2:1 tapered network [1] for
Quartz, a system at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(LLNL). We use three applications from this study, including
the two that were most impacted by network tapering and
one of the most latency sensitive applications. Building on
our work previously presented in poster form at SC17 and
SC18 [6], [7], we add controlled congestion to study application performance under adverse traffic conditions. Our work
makes the following contributions:
• We affirm the decision to procure a 2:1 tapered fat
tree [1] and show that the network on the production
machine delivers good application throughput even with
adversarial traffic.
• Additional tapering, e.g. 4:1, is likely unprofitable for application throughput without further mitigation strategies.
• Application mapping strategies can enable further costeffective network tapering in fat trees.
The rest of this paper discusses experiments using applications running under adverse conditions on real hardware.

Abstract—HPC system procurement with a fixed budget is an
optimization problem with many trade-offs. In particular, the
choice of an interconnection network for a system is a major
choice, since communication performance is important to overall
application performance and the network makes up a substantial
fraction of a supercomputer’s overall price. It is necessary to
understand how sensitive representative jobs are to various
aspects of network performance to procure the right network.
Unlike previous studies, which used mostly communication-only
motifs or simulation, this work employs a real system and
measures the performance of representative applications under
controlled environments. We vary background congestion, job
mapping, and job placement with different levels of network
tapering on a fat tree. Overall, we find that a 2:1 tapered
fat tree provides sufficiently robust communication performance
for a representative mix of applications while generating meaningful cost savings relative to a full bisection bandwidth fat
tree. Furthermore, our results advise against further tapering,
as the resulting performance degradation would exceed cost
savings. However, application-specific mappings and topologyaware schedulers may reduce global bandwidth needs, providing
room for additional network tapering.
Index Terms—Communication performance, system procurement, networking, application benchmarking, performance measurement, high performance computing.

II. BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK
I. I NTRODUCTION

There are multiple network topology options and ways to
run machines with those topologies. The torus topology was
formerly common and is still in use on some machines, although it has fallen out of favor to lower radix networks. Torus
networks can map jobs to the topology well [8]; however,
they can suffer from inter-job interference [4]. One approach
to mitigate inter-job interference used in BlueGene systems
is partitioning the network so that each allocation has an
electrically isolated partition [9]. This leads to very consistent
performance, but at the cost of idling nodes more frequently.
The dragonfly topology is another popular topology for
large scale systems due to an optimized design that minimizes
the need for expensive long optical cables [10]. However, they
depend on good adaptive routing to minimize congestion and
system noise, and many production implementations have not
been good enough [11].
The third commonly deployed topology is a fat tree or
folded Clos [12]. Fat trees also can suffer from inter-job
interference, and some work has suggested isolating jobs to
address this [13], but it is often less severe in practice. Fat
trees are more expensive than comparable dragonfly networks
because they require many optical cables, but the cost of fat

Buying a new machine is an optimization problem. Inputs
into this optimization problem include target applications, the
scale at which applications are expected to run, the cost of
components, and the performance impact of various tradeoffs. The system interconnect is typically among the most
significant costs in a machine procurement, sometimes as
much as 25% of the cost of a high-performance computing
(HPC) system. Because of cost, both empirical and simulation
studies [1]–[3] have explored various network configurations
to determine the optimal configuration in a fixed-budget procurement. Using a less expensive network enables reinvestment
of the savings into other parts of the system, e.g. additional
nodes, more RAM, or faster CPUs, ultimately resulting in a
faster system. However, a network must be chosen carefully
because networks that do not provide sufficient bandwidth to
meet application demands severely degrade performance [4].
While there are general rules of thumb for network design,
the optimal design depends on expected workload and node
architecture [5]. Many forward-looking studies attempt to determine the optimal system balance for a future procurement,
but few look backwards to evaluate if the correct decision
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trees can be significantly reduced by tapering at the edge
switches [1]. As we show in this paper, tapered fat trees
without adaptive routing are robust to network noise.
Several studies have evaluated network performance using
network simulators [2], [14], [15]. Simulation allows for
full control of the entire simulated system, but simulations
rely on either communication patterns or motifs [16], which
abstract away some nuances of application performance. In
particular, communication patterns cannot account for complex
interactions and often only a few timesteps of an application
can be run. This paper uses empirical studies of network
performance rather than simulation. Empirical measurements
enable the use of real applications on real hardware, and provide a more accurate view of performance. Furthermore, these
measurements take into consideration larger scale issues, such
as aggregate throughput, rather than micro-level congestion
events needed to design network routing policies. Using real
hardware, however, limits the experiments we can perform and
the types of measurements we can collect.

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF APPLICATIONS USED IN EXPERIMENTS . T HE LAST THREE
COLUMNS REFER TO THE LARGE PROBLEM SIZE .
Application

% Time Spent in
MPI1

Average Message
Size2

Message
Count

AMG
UMT
pF3D

26%
45%
25%

4.8 kB
1.6 MB
16 kB

404 M
1.2 M
160 M

across 2D slabs. For our test problem, 144 MPI ranks were
assigned to each slab, and the FFTs were 16 kB per rank.
B. System Overview
Quartz [20], a petascale system at LLNL, was used for
all experiments in this paper. Quartz supports a large mix of
unclassified applications and job sizes [1]. Quartz consists of
2,688 nodes with dual 18-core Broadwell CPUs connected by
a 3-level 100 Gbps Omni-path [21] fat tree network with a 2:1
taper, i.e., as illustrated in Figure 1a, each leaf switch has 32
links to compute nodes and 16 links to second level switches.
Each second-level switch connects to eight leaf switches,
grouping 256 nodes together in a “pod”. Quartz’s network is
statically routed using the Ftree routing algorithm [22]. One
node from each leaf switch is reserved for system support
tasks (e.g. login or gateway nodes), leaving 31 user-accessible
nodes per leaf switch and 248 per pod. Due to difficulty tuning
Omni-path QoS features [21] during initial system installation,
Quartz normally runs with these features disabled; we did not
re-enable them for our experiments. However, to eliminate the
impact of interference from other users running applications
during our experiments, we reserved dedicated time on the
system.
We also ran some experiments with the network configured
as a 4:1 taper instead of the default 2:1 taper. In this configuration, shown in Figure 1b, each leaf switch had 32 links
to compute nodes and 8 links to second level switches; the
other 8 ports were disabled. If we were to deploy a similar
system with a 4:1 taper we would expect a 3-4% full system
cost reduction. The reduction is due to a 50% reduction in
optical cables and director switches, along with about a 15%
reduction in top of rack switches.

III. E XPERIMENTAL M ETHODOLOGY
In this section we describe the methodology we employ for
our experiments. This includes the applications we used for
tests, the problems we ran, the machines we ran them on, and
how those machines were configured.
A. Applications
In our experiments, we used three applications with different
messaging patterns and message sizes. These applications
include key communication patterns common in many HPC
applications. Our mix of applications includes a range of
message sizes and various common collectives. Applications
used either MVAPICH2 or Intel MPI implementations.
AMG [17] is a multigrid solver for linear systems used
in many applications, including simulations of elastic and
plastic deformations. Our chosen test problem solves the linear
system resulting from a 27-point nearest neighbor stencil.
Communication starts as a 27-point halo exchange and global
AllReduce operations on the finest grid. As the computation
progresses, more communication becomes non-local with a
larger number of communication partners on coarser grids
and more frequent AllReduce operations. Message size
varies widely, from 8 bytes to over 100 kB, but latencybound messages, both point to point and AllReduce, tend
to dominate its communication.
UMT [18] is a deterministic (Sn) radiation transport miniapp. It exchanges messages to neighbors in a 3D wavefront
pattern across the faces in its unstructured grid, resulting in a
7 point stencil pattern.
pF3D [19] is a multi-physics code that simulates laserplasma interaction experiments at the National Ignition Facility. pF3D is used to understand the effects of backscatter
light, a side-effect of the laser. The code models a 3D domain
in which the dominant communication pattern, taking up to
30% of the runtime in some cases [19], is FFTs computed

C. Problem Selection
We ran each application with a small problem and a large
problem. Small problems ran on 30 nodes (28 for pF3D,
which requires a multiple of 4 nodes)–approximately one
leaf switch worth of nodes–while large problems ran on 224
nodes–approximately one pod worth of nodes. All problems
were run with “MPI everywhere” and used one MPI rank per
core, i.e., 36 ranks per node, meaning that small problems
used approximately 1,000 MPI ranks and large problems used
approximately 8,000 MPI ranks. Many applications on Quartz
run this way.
1 Includes
2 Only
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time spent due to load imbalance and system noise
includes messasges part of primary communication pattern

Director
Switch

Director
Switch

/
8

/
8

Leaf Switch

8
16 up
32 down

Compute
Node
Compute
Node
Compute
Compute Node
Node ×32

TABLE III
OVERVIEW OF CONGESTION EXPERIMENTS . N ODE COUNT IS PER LEAF
SWITCH . A PPLICATIONS EXECUTED LARGE PROBLEMS EXCEPT WHERE
INDICATED .

Director
Switch

/

Leaf Switch

Nodes
running
8 up
32 down
8 disabled

Name (Abbrev.)

Compute
Node
Compute
Node
Compute
Compute Node
Node ×32

(a) 2:1 taper

(b) 4:1 taper

Fig. 1. Quartz’s network with the two configurations used. Each director
switch is composed of two levels of internal switches which are not illustrated.

Bully App

Control (Cl)
Control, small (Cs)
Light leaf bully (LBl)

0
0
10

28
30
14

Adjacent leaf bully
(ABl)
Adjacent leaf bully,
small (ABs)
Bisection bully (BBl)

17

14

15

15

17

14

Incast bully (IBl)

3

28

TABLE II

Type of traffic
None
None
Large messages to adjacent
leaf switch
Large messages to adjacent
leaf switch
Large messages to adjacent
leaf switch
Large messages crossing
network bisection
7:1 incast pattern to a single
leaf switch

OVERVIEW OF LOCALITY EXPERIMENTS . A PPLICATIONS EXECUTED
SMALL PROBLEMS EXCEPT WHERE INDICATED .

E. Congestion Experiments
Name (Abbrev.)

Nodes per leaf sw.

# of leaf sw.

Pattern

30
15
10
5
Variable
Variable

1
2
3
6
Variable
Variable

Linear
Linear
Linear
Linear
Random
Random

Control (Cs)
Split 2 (S2s)
Split 3 (S3s)
Split 6 (S6s)
Random (RDs)
Random, large (RDl)

To understand how each application responds to different
levels of network congestion we ran multiple experiments
alongside different traffic patterns designed to cause congestion. Applications running the small problems were split
across two leaf switches while 15 nodes from each leaf switch
ran an application designed to cause congesting traffic. For
most experiments, applications running the large problems
used 14 nodes per leaf switch, leaving 17 nodes per leaf
switch free to cause congestion. Table III describes a collection
of communication traffic patterns that compete for network
bandwidth against a code that is the object of our study.
We refer to applications whose sole purpose is to inject
communication traffic patterns designed to cause congestion
as bullies and use them to understand how our applications
under study perform when the network is under different types
of stress.
Because each leaf switch has 16 up-links, the light bully
should consume at most 62.5% of available bandwidth while
other bullies can consume all available bandwidth, routing
permitting. Unlike other bullies, congesting traffic created by
the bisection bully application travels between pods, crossing
the bisection of the network. The incast bully pattern had three
nodes in each of seven leaf switches sending to the eight leaf
switch in the pod, oversubscribing links in that leaf switch.
The incast pattern mimics I/O traffic and can cause severe
performance degradation due to congestion trees if the network
doesn’t handle it well [23].

AMG and UMT report application-specific figures of merit
that we use for measuring performance. Since pF3D is an
application instead of a benchmark, we compute our own
figure of merit for pF3D. Specifically, we take a constant
multiple of reciprocal time, where time is measured by the
application as CPU time and messaging time but not time spent
performing file I/O operations. Due to a configuration error,
for pF3D experiments with large problems, FOM calculations
only take into account the first full timestep which consists
of 10 light physics sub-cycles and 1 hydro physics sub-cycle.
Although this may increase the variance in our measurements,
we do not believe it has a significant impact on our results.
D. Locality Experiments
To measure the impact of locality on communication performance, we measured the performance of each application
on the small problem on nodes split across 2, 3, and 6 leaf
switches, all part of the same pod. During each experiment,
applications split across s leaf switches shared those leaf
switches with s − 1 applications instances part of the same
experiment. Results for these experiments are compared to
a control experiment with all nodes for each application
connected to a single leaf switch. Table II summarizes locality
experiments. Additionally, we also ran applications on both
small and large problems with random allocations, and we
ran each small locality experiment block and cyclic task
mapping strategies to investigate how task mapping impacts
performance and how it interacts with locality.

IV. N OTABLE F INDINGS
We ran several trials for each locality and congestion
experiment and measured the performance of each run. This
section summarizes and interprets the results. To assess the
statistical significance of each result, we use a Student’s t-test.
Italic orange values are statistically significant at the p = 0.05
level while bold green values are also statistically significant
at the p = 0.01 level. Statistical significance takes into account
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B. Comparison with 4:1 Taper

TABLE IV
P ERFORMANCE DEGRADATION COMPARED TO CONTROL . N EGATIVE
VALUES INDICATE EXPERIMENT WAS SLOWER THAN CONTROL .
Experiment

AMG

UMT

pF3D

S2s
S3s
S6s
RDs
RDl
LBl
ABl
ABs
BBl
IBl

-0.11%
-2.14%
-2.79%
-1.48%
-3.17%
-0.70%
-1.74%
0.15%
-6.47%
-0.74%

0.10%
-0.04%
-0.37%
-0.09%
-0.47%
-0.68%
-0.52%
-0.20%
-1.94%
0.01%

0.47%
0.01%
0.39%
0.18%
-0.45%
0.22%
0.19%
0.40%
0.22%
0.08%

To explore further tapering of future machines, we also
ran several experiments after disabling one of the director
switches, essentially mimicking a system with a 4:1 taper.
Table V shows the results for experiments using AMG and
UMT3 . Performance degradations are noticeably higher than
with the 2:1 taper in almost every experiment. For example,
the light leaf bully (LBl) and adjacent leaf bully (ABl), which
both cause congestion on the links in the tapered level, had
relatively modest impact on AMG with a 2:1 taper but have
severe impact with a 4:1 taper. Furthermore, the threshold for
the intensity of background traffic at which significant performance degradations begin to occur decreases substantially
with the additional reduction in global bandwidth. While the
light leaf bully had a small performance impact with a 2:1
taper, it has a substantial impact on AMG with a 4:1 taper.
To evaluate the impact of using a 4:1 tapered network
in a future machine, we consider the performance of each
experiment relative to the same experiment in the 2:1 tapered
network. Performance with a 4:1 taper is typically about 1–
2% worse than with a 2:1 taper, but sometimes much higher.
Since switching from a 2:1 taper to a 4:1 taper only saves
about 3% of the machine cost, using a 4:1 taper is not clearly
beneficial. Although reinvesting the cost savings may result
in a net performance increase for some jobs, this suggests a
significant number of jobs would experience a net performance
degradation. Thus, we do not recommend additional tapering
beyond the current 2:1 taper for future systems.

TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE DEGRADATION COMPARED TO CONTROL RUN ON A 4:1
TAPER AND COMPARED TO THE SAME EXPERIMENT ON A 2:1 TAPER .
Experiment

Cl
RDl
LBl
ABl
BBl
IBl

AMG

UMT

vs. 4:1
control

vs. 2:1
experiment

vs. 4:1
control

vs. 2:1
experiment

–
-7.72%
-3.15%
-7.72%
-9.29%
-0.62%

-1.41%
-0.19%
-3.84%
-7.42%
-4.37%
-1.29%

–
-1.54%
-0.83%
-1.54%
-3.88%
0.00%

-0.65%
-0.44%
-0.81%
-1.67%
-2.61%
-0.66%

the magnitude of the difference, run-to-run variance, and the
number of successful runs for each experiment.

C. Communication-Local Mappings
Another clear observation from Table IV is that the magnitude of performance impact varies by application, with AMG
the most affected and pF3D the least affected. Interestingly,
there is little correspondence between time spent in MPI (from
Table I) and sensitivity to congestion, suggesting that sensitivity is a product of an application’s specific communication
behavior and how it maps onto the system.
We explored, in particular, the finding that pF3D is essentially unaffected by congestion and discovered it is due
to pF3D’s logical-to-physical mapping. pF3D performs FFTs
using collectives on subcommunicators within each slab comprised of 144 consecutive MPI ranks, which is equivalent to
4 compute nodes. Thus, pF3D’s logical-to-physical mapping
ensures that traffic from the dominant communication pattern
is localized to within each group of 4 nodes. On a relatively
compact allocation, as were used in these experiments, each
4 node group was often connected to the same leaf switch.
Since links connected to compute nodes are not shared, traffic
localized to a single leaf switch is essentially impervious to
network congestion from background traffic, making pF3D
highly robust against congestion.
If all applications used communication-localizing mappings,
the reduction in global bandwidth demands could justify using
a 4:1 tapered network. However, allocations of nodes given by

A. Robustness of 2:1 Tapered Fat Trees
The strongest finding from our experiments was that the impact of decreasing locality and adding congestion was smaller
than expected. As shown in Table IV, most experiments did
not result in statistically significant performance degradation.
Furthermore, other than in two cases, the performance impact
was less than 3%. Overall, this is strong evidence that a
2:1 tapered fat tree provides enough bandwidth to meet the
communication demands of these applications.
This matches other experimental studies with applications [1] but is smaller than results that use communication-only
motifs. This is not surprising, since computation essentially
dilutes the impact of communication performance. Furthermore, overlapping communication with useful computation, as
all three applications do, can hide communication slowdowns.
Studies and simulations using communication-only motifs are
important and useful, but their results must be understood as
an exaggeration of the impact on real applications.
Even with adversarial traffic causing heavy background
congestion, the performance impact was almost always below
the cost savings from using a tapered network. This suggests
that the procurement decision of using a tapered network was
correct and, since the cost savings were re-invested in more
nodes, actually increased overall system performance.

3 Due
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to a configuration error, we do not have results for pF3D.

12,000

TABLE VI
P ERFORMANCE OF CYCLIC COMPARED TO BLOCK . P OSITIVE VALUES
INDICATE CYCLIC MAPPING WAS FASTER .
AMG

UMT

pF3D

Cs
S2s
S3s
S6s
RDs
ABs

3.61%
3.58%
5.65%
6.24%
4.98%
3.16%

1.64%
1.53%
1.44%
1.59%
1.23%
1.79%

10.29%
9.67%
8.61%
9.14%
8.18%
10.05%

Bandwidth (MB/s)

10,000
Experiment

batch schedulers in a production environment are typically not
as compact as the allocations we used in many experiments,
meaning that it may be necessary to use a locality-aware batch
scheduler to actually reap the benefits of communication-local
mappings or to tolerate a tapered network.

8,000
6,000
4,000
Shared Memory
Network

2,000
214

216
218
220
222
Message size (Bytes)

224

Fig. 2. Mean achieved throughput with OSU bidirectional point-to-point
bandwidth benchmark [26] when two MPI ranks run on the same compute
node and transfer messages via shared memory (blue) or on different compute
nodes and transfer messages through the network (red). Error bars indicate
the minimum and maximum values observed over approximately 100 trials.

D. Performance of Shared Memory MPI Transport
Although not originally a goal of our investigation, we
discovered interesting and unexpected results from comparing
locality experiments using the block task mapping strategy
with the cyclic strategy. Since block mapping ensures that
MPI ranks with adjacent rank numbers often run on the same
compute node, and we conjectured that many applications’
communication patterns have some locality in the MPI rank
space, we expected that block mapping would improve performance by keeping more messages node-local. Essentially,
some messages that could be transported with shared memory
in a block mapping would instead must be transmitted over
the network under a cyclic mapping.
Our initial results in Table VI show the cyclic mapping was
faster than block in every instance. In fact, the performance
difference is often fairly substantial, for example, pF3D’s
performance on the small problem in the control experiment
is over 10% higher with cyclic mapping compared to block.
Upon further investigation, we discovered that although the
cyclic strategy did cause more network load, it performed
better unless the network was extremely heavily loaded. For
certain message sizes, the DMA engine of the 100 Gbps
Omni-Path NIC was able to transfer data between two nodes
faster than one process could transfer data to another process
running on the same node. This problem affected all MPI
implementations available on Quartz. Using the kernel sampling feature of HPCToolkit [24], we discovered that message
transfers over shared memory were implemented using the
process_vm_readv system call [25] to copy 1 MB buffers
between address spaces with a single copy. We wrote a simple benchmark application that called process_vm_readv
directly, but were not able to drive more than 8.3 GB/s of
throughput compared to 13.1 GB/s for memcpy and 10.5 GB/s
NIC throughput. This suggests that software optimization of
process_vm_readv may be possible. Figure 2 shows the
performance using MPI_Isend for various message sizes
with the 2018.0 version of Intel’s MPI implementation. Results
for other MPI distributions and on some other systems at
LLNL exhibited similar behavior.

Unfortunately, switching to cyclic has significant drawbacks
as well. Since network bandwidth is shared among all MPI
ranks on a compute node, bandwidth per rank decreases
sharply as more MPI ranks per node attempt to send internode messages simultaneously. Furthermore, since the cyclic
mapping tends to increase traffic on the network, it also makes
applications more sensitive to network congestion and locality.
For example, pF3D’s mapping with cyclic no longer employs
local communication; the S3s experiment ran 1.52% slower
than control when both S3s and control used cyclic compared
to essentially no change with block.
Our finding that the shared memory MPI transport mechanism performs worse than expected in some cases creates a
conflict for developers attempting to optimize their mapping;
the fastest mappings for an application are likely those that demand the most bandwidth from the network. Since this appears
to be a software issue, we expect that results with the block
mapping are most relevant for procurements. However we
also recommend that developers experiment with alternative
mappings for current machines, and that future nodes contain
a block transfer engine to accelerate intra-node transfers.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we show that application performance on
Quartz’s 2:1 tapered fat tree network is not significantly
impacted under adversarial traffic conditions, validating the
conclusions reached in previous work [1]. Furthermore, our
analysis shows that if a 4:1 taper were used, it would result in
significant performance degradation and only save about half
(3-4% of system cost) the capital costs saved from 1:1 to 2:1.
Thus, a 4:1 tapering may not be cost effective.
Independent of tapering, our initial application task mapping
and job placement experiments show significant performance
advantages. By keeping traffic local, these techniques may
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reduce the use of global links and improve network latency.
Additional experiments and analysis are needed to demonstrate
that a diverse set of applications can benefit from this and also
to understand the impact on job scheduling and throughput.
In future work, we plan to investigate the combined impact
of task mapping and job placement techniques with more aggressive tapering, which may result in additional cost savings.
Another approach to mitigate congestion is to use adaptive
routing and quality of service mechanisms present in some
modern networks to prioritize traffic and take advantage of
underutilized links. Finally, we plan to extend this work to
GPU systems. In a GPU system, messages are typically more
frequent due to computation acceleration, and larger since one
MPI rank often uses the whole GPU. This will require more
bandwidth per node, but less bandwidth per unit of compute.
The impact of these GPU-driven changes on tapering, however,
is likely small as application messaging patterns and job
placement are the primary driver of global traffic.
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